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Yesterday I returned home from the most amazing and
ridiculous trip to the UK. Amazing because I realised how
important it is to focus on the FULL part of the cup.
Meeting people in person for the first time, after only
seeing each other over zoom and video calls was amazing.
We take for granted the impact direct personal contact
makes on each of us. Closeness, touching, and feeling
another person are paramount to good health. When you
feel snowed under or pressured, the body releases the
stress hormone cortisol. One of the biggest things touch
can do is reduce such stress, allowing the immune system
to work the way it should. Skin-to-skin contact is vital not
only for mental and emotional health but for physical
health, too. For me, the impact was instant. Seeing my
friends Kat Lindley, Conell Loggenberg, Rob Verkerk,
Meleni Aldrige, Mark Trozzi and Emma Brierly left me in
tears. I was so emotional, happy tears, big smiles, and
much needed endorphin rush left me feeling invigorated.
5 days of meetings, sharing information, discussing
strategies for a wholesome and brighter future while
shopping, eating laughing, and just living. The personal
interaction made the progress so much more efficient and
effective. Never will I ever presume that the same can be
achieved via video calls and zoom meetings. 
The ridiculousness started...

A recent media announcement by a vaccine mandate
[nearly wrote that as Mad Date!] media outlet described that
prominent companies we all use – Dischem and Woolworths
– have decided to drop their Mandatory Vaccination Policy
requirements for their employees. I have long said: “You
cannot mandate a person into ending their Life” – yet
these prominent companies did just that relying on the
Government ‘said so’ as their defence. Do you realise that
the Government is NOT a party to your Contract of
Employment? The duty of care for an Employer is towards
their employees for health and safety matters.
Is this a ‘win’ for our cause to see justice and sense to
prevail with Employers? Yes and no. Once you have
threatened your employees with termination or worse
discriminatory practices for being ’hesitant’ to be drugged as
a condition of employment and now almost all of them have
reluctantly or based on their hunger pains, now got the
Covid-19 vaccine products injected into their bodies, then
you decide “Ok we can stop the program now”! That is a
hollow victory for all concerned.
Think about the mounting evidence that post vaccination
with mRNA, and now the Chimpanzee Adenovirus based
[J&J and others] vaccines, we have a battery of side effects
being reported. Oh, but my Employer told us that the Covid-
19 vaccines are ‘SAFE and EFFECTIVE’ you know. 
So why did the South African Government in the dead of
night in 2021 create the ‘No Fault Vaccine Injury Fund’
regulation? This was slipped in by the COGTA minister with
just 2 days for public comment. I didn’t see it, but some
journalists did, and they didn’t seem to be worried. Oh, this
gets better. Remember Uncle Cyril Ramaphosa saying that
this Fund was available on the 4th April 2022? Did you know
that our dearest and most caring health minister, Dr Joe
Phaahla, slipped in a new version of the ‘No Fault Vaccine
Injury Fund’ regulation on the night of 4th April? Yes, he
did, giving you just 5 days to comment? 
Do you know why our Government did that in the dead of
night the first time and again now? Simple. The Covid-19
vaccine suppliers FORCED them to make a law that
INDEMNIFIED the suppliers of these drugs from any and all
INJURY CLAIMS resulting from slamming these needles
into your arms! The first one was under the State of Disaster
so a new one had to be crafted when that was terminated.
Do you realise now that when your employer forces their
workers to be jabbed or lose their jobs they believe that any
side effects – and we now have thousands of known
adverse effects of the vaccines that make you sick,
paralysed, stop your heart, liver, kidneys, brain, eyes,
nerves, and sterilize your ability to have children – will not
come back on the Employer because the Government set
up a fund to handle that? Did you know that the No 1 side
effect of the vaccines is COVID-19? But the risk stays with
the Employer. 
As we at VUKA NEWS are passionate to bring you the
TRUTH no matter what others say, think or do to undermine
it, the news that many companies are quietly dropping their
requirements for being jabbed is very good news. We hear
that staff who pushed back on the payment for PCR or
Rapid Antigen Tests are winning that battle too. We have
dedicated ourselves to providing our readers with access to
the legislation, to commentaries, to articles, to scientific
papers and journal summaries and to provide case by case
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by Dr Kat

On the 30th of May SAHPRA announced the
termination of the CCAP (Compassionate Controlled
Access Program). I've always maintained that there was
nothing "compassionate" about the program. They have
just confirmed this.
"Given that there is currently no credible evidence to
support a therapeutic role for Ivermectin in COVID-19,
SAHPRA has decided to terminate the Programme with
immediate effect. No further importation of unregistered
Ivermectin products will be allowed, and health facilities
will no longer be enabled to hold bulk stock in
anticipation of prescriptions for such unregistered
Ivermectin products." This is what the media statement
says.
So many discrepancies and double standards in this
one paragraph alone, but it is from SAHPRA – hence, I
am not surprised in the least. 
SAPHRA is clamping down on all non-allopathic
medicines and any treatments that can threaten the jab
rollout and the narrative in general. If Ivermectin was
not a threat to them, meaning if Ivermectin is not
effective in the treatment of covid-19, why would they
even bother wasting time and effort trying to undermine
this cheap drug?
If you think that SAHPRA is acting in the best interests
of the public because they allude to the safety of the
use of Ivermectin in their statement and caution against
its use, why have they not halted the use of the C-19
gene therapy jabs? Pfizer themselves has released a
report confirming thousands of serious potential side
effects, and yet SAHPRA's media statement read
""Taking large doses of Ivermectin is dangerous"; and
"Even the levels of Ivermectin for approved human uses
can interact with other medications, like blood-thinners.
You can also overdose on Ivermectin, which can cause
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, hypotension (low blood
pressure), allergic reactions (itching and hives),
dizziness, ataxia (problems with balance), seizures,
coma and even death."
I'm quite sure that Ivermectin will prove to be useful in
the treatment of Monkey Pox as well as any other future
'deadly' viruses. Could this be another reason why
Ivermectin is being vilified?
The other consideration is that had SAHPRA actually
collected ALL the data like the judge ordered them to, it
would be evident from their own data reports that
Ivermectin is not only safe but also effective. Can't have
that now .. can we (especially when they themselves
proved it).
For now, Ivermectin is not a banned substance as it
once was. Ivermectin imports under the CCAP have
been terminated. Doctors can still access Ivermectin via
compounding pharmacies as the API (Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredient) is registered for Soolantra
cream. The black market has continued to flourish even
after the CCAP was introduced. It was a tedious and
cumbersome process anyways. Doctors focused on
treating sick patients rather than using one and a half
hours to fill in paperwork, per patient, to be "allowed" to
use a tried and tested drug. Rest assured, this gesture
by SAHPRA will only strengthen support for, and use of
Ivermectin.
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We are Winning
by Bruce Mills

inputs to thousands of our members. We exist to help you
stand strong, learn the truth and act on the truth.
We are active in the mining companies, the big banks, the
big retailers, the big IT and cell phone service providers
and many other companies you have never heard of but
have ordinary hard working and experienced men and
women fighting for their rights not to be injected with a toxic
drug as a condition of work. There are legal requirements
against drug and alcohol abuse in our laws for workers.
Now we WANT you to be drugged! That piece of paper or
the QR code of vaccination is no guarantee that the holder
isn’t infected. Well, I am of the opinion now that their
chances of getting very sick are actually going up, and with
every booster they get!
Business Risk: So Dischem and Woolworths – did you
really see the light and stop your policies? Did someone
point out that the emerging long-term side effects of the
vaccination program could result in losing 40% + of your
staff to illness and disease in the next few years to
devastate your business? Did the Risk Assessments miss
checking what could these drugs do to your staff and that
you FAILED to inform them of those risks? Did a lawyer
inform you that maybe your top management could be
facing legal liability claims for failing to actually protect your
workers from health and safety risks of Covid-19 vaccine
products? Are your staff suddenly having higher rates of
contracting Covid-19 after vaccination? Do your medical
aid claims now show more cancers and heart problems
and skin disorders [like shingles aka monkeypox?] popping
up? Is this a Business Risk assessment failure. 
VUKA SA will keep up the fight for your rights. Big Red,
Big Blue, Big Green companies whose staff are reaching
out to us for information YOU are not giving them and
wanting their Constitutional Rights respected which YOU
trample upon daily – we will help them stand their ground
as proud, committed Citizens. The Worldwide experiments
with untested drugs that now show astonishing bad safety
signals stops here and now.
We are winning. Don’t stop now. VUKA! This nation needs
to VUKA! Wake Up.

by Dr Kat

Click here to read the rest

https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
https://vukasa.org.za/
https://vukasa.org.za/index.php/vukanews/newspaper/top-stories/amazing-and-ridiculous
https://vukasa.org.za/index.php/vukanews/newspaper/top-stories/amazing-and-ridiculous
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simulations, AI has proved superior to human minds in
both speed and ability to predict how the humans will
react. What happens when AI/machines decide that they
must compete with humanity for resources (energy/raw
materials) or conclude that natural living beings are
redundant or a threat to the existence of machines? This
may sound like science fiction: there have indeed been
numerous books and movies about malevolent AI, but it
could happen.
Scientist and sci-fi novelist Isaac Asimov postulated 3
laws of robotics: to prevent robots from harming humans,
ensure obedience to human masters and build self-
preservation into the robotic AI. He wrote many
entertaining stories about the dilemmas which
machines/robots might encounter in the real world,
including explorations of self-awareness and the meaning
and purpose of existence. Similar “laws” could be
programmed into machine AI, but with AI learning and
self-programming, abilities might be overridden by the
machines themselves.
In today’s world, robots are mostly not androids in
human-like form. Automobiles are manufactured almost
entirely on automated computerized production lines
using conveyors, robotic arms and tools. Unmanned
drone aircraft abound. Sophisticated industrial drones
have self-navigating capabilities and do not require
manual control. Even modern passenger airliners are
largely self-flying, with the pilot’s role minimized.
Weapons incorporating AI have been developed,
including seek and destroy capabilities. Could AI launch
9/11 type attacks? Or nuclear missiles?
Even at a less deadly level, AI and machines form a
significant component of the WEF’s 4th industrial
revolution, meaning that more human jobs will become
redundant. As Yuval Harari says, future automation will
lead to a new “global useless class”. The question is,
what is planned for the members of this “useless class” of
“useless eaters” who will supposedly “take drugs and  

play video games all day long”? Yuval postulates that,
with increasing AI financial systems, global economics
and financial systems might no longer be understood by
mere humans and will be operated entirely by AI. With the
aid of transhumanism biotech machine technology
implanted into our bodies, AI will one day “understand us
better than we understand ourselves”. Harari has stated
that humans must realize that we are now “hackable
animals”. Could this mean that humans might one day
become slaves to intelligent, emotionless machines?
Would machines place any value on biological life? 
The WEF relies on the Global Artificial Intelligence Action
Alliance (GAIAA), whose aims are “to accelerate the
adoption of inclusive, transparent and trusted AI globally”,
to further their goals of 4IR, Agenda 2030 New World
Order etc. GAIAA regards AI as potentially the biggest
world economic opportunity for the next decade.
As with many developing technologies, the associated
legal, ethical and regulatory frameworks lag behind AI,
increasing AI risk to mankind.
What of human creativity? Everything humanity has built
was first imagined (even dystopian futures with machines
and AI in control). Would AI be able to imagine and create
new technologies? Existing computer AI already designs
more powerful computers. Yet AI struggles to compete
with humans in the arts -music, literature, paintings etc.
Will it be only a matter of time before AI can create
comparable art, or will humans always have the edge in
imagination and creativity to improve our lives and
preserve humanity?
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MACHINES AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
by Dennis Forster

In June 2020, the World Economic Forum (WEF), headed
by Klaus Schwab, held a virtual conference, where the
concept of the Great Reset was launched. Some of the
planet’s most powerful business leaders, government
officials and activists announced the proposal to reset the
world’s economy, replacing capitalism with more
socialistic policies. Key figures including Prince Charles,
Gina Gopinath, the chief economist at the International
Monetary Fund; António Guterres, the secretary-general
of the United Nations; and CEOs and presidents of major
international corporations, such as Microsoft,
spearheaded the launch.
A central theme of the June meeting was that the corona
virus pandemic had created an important “opportunity” for
many of the World Economic Forum’s members to enact
their radical transformation of capitalism, which they
acknowledged would likely not have been made possible
without the pandemic. 
The term "build back better" was first used in July 2005 by
Bill Clinton at a United Nations economic and social
council.  In a May 28, 2020 speech Boris Johnson said,
“We owe it to future generations to build back better.” The
“Build back Better” slogan linked to the Great Reset has
been echoed by political leaders around the world,
seemingly all reading from the same script, including Joe
Biden, Jacinda Arden, Greta Thunberg to name a few.
In a statement by President Cyril Ramaphosa at the high-
level virtual meeting of the United Nations Sustainable 

“from oil and gas to tech, must be transformed. In short,
we need a “Great Reset” of capitalism.”
The WEF focuses on two primary crises, Covid-19 and
what they refer to as the climate crisis. 
No effort has been made by WEF to disguise how
opportune the Covid-19 crisis has been in advancing
their agenda. The phrase “never waste a good crisis” is
being exploited from every angle. 
In South Africa a large portion of the population is now at
the mercy of government being reliant on the social
grants being given, but questions must be asked
regarding what the hidden costs will be in this
enslavement. 

Artificial Intelligence (abbreviated AI) is the intelligence of
computers and machines, where programming enables
machines to find information, learn and teach themselves
to perform better. AI and the Internet of Things (IoT)
enable a myriad of useful applications to humanity, from
autonomous (self-driving) motor cars, navigation apps,
intelligent vacuum cleaners and lawnmowers, elevator
control systems in buildings for improved service, to more
efficient automated production processes, online
marketing and shopping, financial and banking services. 
The increasing connectivity of intelligent devices, enabled
by faster new internet communications technologies (eg,
fibre, 5G), ensures unprecedented scope for machines to
communicate with one another, independently of human
intervention or supervision. AI is the software engine that
will drive the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR).
But – warning bells have been sounded by some of the
top thought leaders and scientists of our times. The late
great physicist Stephen Hawkins stated that AI is the
“greatest existential threat” to mankind. Elon Musk, who
has invested heavily in AI, said that AI is “more dangerous
than nukes”. Chillingly, Ilya Sutskever, a top scientist at
the leading AI research laboratory OpenAI has claimed
that the largest neural (AI) networks may already be
developing their own consciousness.
What are the risks of AI?
Assuming that AI systems are benevolent, risks of
malfunctions from hardware failures, programme errors,
computer viruses and hacking exist. AI machines with
differing solutions may require conflict resolution. Does
there need to be a “boss” AI? Will the “boss” AI have an
artificial ego?
Maybe AI will not be benevolent, whether by design or as
an unintentional evolution of the AI itself. Then there will
be greater concerns.
Chess-playing computers now almost always beat human
Grandmasters. This is all very well when playing a game
of chess, but what about strategies of war? In war games 

Development Goals on 18 September 2020 he said, “At
the same time, this is an unprecedented opportunity to
build back better and fairer.” The almost hypnotic effect of
repetition is one of the most commonly used methods in
the use of brainwashing. It is noteworthy that the Build
Back Better slogan was being used when  the world was
not yet broken, giving cause to think that from the start of
“2 weeks to flatten the curve,” world leaders had more
than an inkling that the start of lock-downs were only the
beginning of something far bigger.
The WEF website outlines in significant detail the aims
and objectives of the Great Reset. Here are some
extracts from their page “As we enter a unique window of
opportunity to shape the recovery, this initiative will offer
insights to help inform all those determining the future
state of global relations, the direction of national
economies, the priorities of societies, the nature of
business models and the management of a global
commons. Drawing from the vision and vast expertise of
the leaders engaged across the Forum’s communities, the
Great Reset initiative has a set of dimensions to build a
new social contract that honours the dignity of every
human being.” 
To achieve a better outcome, the world must act jointly
and swiftly to revamp all aspects of our societies and
economies, from education to social contracts and
working conditions. Every country, from the United States
to China, must participate, and every industry,

https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
https://vukasa.org.za/
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FIGURE 7A  (9 Apr
08:20)

FIGURE 7B  (9 Apr
12:30)

FIGURE 7C (9 April
18:20)

 FIGURE 3B (8 Apr 4-day forecast)         

 FIGURE 8A (9 April 19:00)  FIGURE 8B (9 April 19:54)

 FIGURE 8C (9 April 20:24)  FIGURE 8D (9 April 21:48)

 FIGURE 9 (10 Apr 00:00)  FIGURE 10 (11 Apr 00:00)                   

 FIGURE 11 (11 Apr 00:00)  FIGURE 12 (11 Apr 20:00)

 FIGURE 4 (8 Apr 16:25 EUMETSAT
photo)     

At 16:25 an EUMETSAT satellite photograph [FIGURE 4]
is requested to evaluate the actual situation.

 FIGURE 5    FIGURE 6   

On 9 Apr EUMETSAT real-time satellite photographs,
[FIGURE 7A] at 08:20, [FIGURE 7B] at 12:30, and
[FIGURE 7C] at 18:20, shows support for the 8 Apr
NOAA GEFS forecast. 

the drainage system into Durban, the coastal areas show
extreme rainfall. This should have raised the alarms. 
The 8 Apr forecast for 9 Apr [FIGURE 3A], and the 4-day
forecast [FIGURE 3B] 9-12 Apr, from GrADS/COLA does
not support the NOAA GEFS forecast (this might  be
something to look deeper into, as GrADS/COLA runs on
NOAA GEFS data).
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KZN Floods – Weather or Climate Conspiracy? Part 2
by Pierre van NiekerkIn Part 1, we asked if communities had received adequate

warning, and if weather-modification activities were to
blame. Now, in Part 2, we look at what happened and
investigate and analyse the meteorological data timeline up
to and during the floods. In Part 3, we discuss weather
modification technologies (SAWS mandate and
measurement technologies) and different weather
forecasting systems.
On 4 April, all dams upriver from Durban and feeding into
rivers flowing through Durban, were at bursting point
[FIGURE 1]. This set the scene for the devastating floods to
follow. On 8 April, rainfall forecasts [FIGURE 2A-B], for 9-
11 April revealed extreme rainfall to be expected over the
next two days. SAWS issued no warning(s) at this time;
why not? How did SAWS coordinate the early release of
water from upriver dams to regulate water levels and
prevent flooding (lessons learned and training from
previous 2019 floods). We subsequently see weather and
heavy rainfall developing in line with forecasts and hard
and continuous rain preceding the flood for nearly a week,
by which time the soil is water-logged, the accumulated
run-off precipitation starts the floods and the devastation,
and still SAWS wait another two days before the first
warnings get issued, this at midnight on the 10th when
there is nobody around to hear anything. The rains
continued unabated for another day and flooding caused
more havoc and again, SAWS issued an upgrade in the
warning and expanded it to lower-lying areas, again at
midnight on the 11th, then only at 20:00 on the 11th did
they raise the warning level. SAFFG is tasked with
providing forecasts and support of the flash flood warning
system of SAWS. The communities we talked to heard no
advance weather warning communication. In subsequent
flooding in KZN and Durban 21-23 May SAWS issued
warnings also about two days after the initial NOAA GEFS
forecast indications, but levels of warning communicated
were much higher than the 10-11 April event. Why did
SAWS change their standard operating procedures on
severity, but not on the quality of the interpretation of the
data received, in May? SAFFG went through an expensive
revamp, software upgrades and American consultants
providing training overseas and locally, after the previous
2019 KZN floods.
Meteorological data timeline: The longer forward-looking in
time the forecast is, the less accurate it becomes.
Measurement data is collected and put through
supercomputers to compare with previous data, to see
what possible future weather development looks like.
These massive amounts of data calculations take a long
time to compute, thus are only repeated every couple of
hours. In the meantime, there might be changes that could
deviate from the input data. Therefore regular calculations
are performed every couple of hours to improve accuracy.
On 4 April, all dam levels upriver from Durban and feeding
into rivers flowing through Durban, indicate at or near full
capacity [FIGURE 1].  Rainfall forecasts [FIGURE 2A-B]
received from NOAA GEFS on 8 April, for 9-11 April, show
the extreme rainfall forecasted over the next two days over          

On 9 Apr NOAA GEFS precipitation forecast for 10 Apr
[FIGURE 5] is again not supported by GrADS/COLA
precipitation forecast for 10 Apr [FIGURE 6]. SAWS still
did not issue a warning in line with the NOAA GEFS
prediction.

The 9 Apr 19:00 [FIGURE 8A], 19:54 [FIGURE 8B],
20:24 [FIGURE 8C] and 21:48 [FIGURE 8D] is SAWS
own AWS rainfall measurements, supporting the NOAA
GEFS 8 Apr forecast developing. Still no SAWS
warning.

Abbreviations:
SAWS - South African Weather Services
SAFFG – South African Flash Flood Group
MSLP - mean sea level pressure (hPa)
NOAA GEFS - National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Global Ensemble Forecasting System (US)
GrADS/COLA – Grid Analysis and Display System
EUMETSAT – European weather satellite
GMU – George Mason University (US)
ECMWF - European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts

What I Know
by Jo

I recently read something that resonated with me: "When
you don't know what to say, say what you know."
This is what I know:
I know I was sick. I have had Covid previously; my feeling
(although I know it could perhaps be otherwise), was that
this time it was the flu.
I know I needed medical attention, not because anything
alarming was happening, but simply because I have
asthma and I know my body - ever since I can remember,
even with the slightest cold, it goes straight to my chest.
So the sooner I can get the correct treatment, the better.
I know that despite having explained this, when I phoned
to make an appointment, I was refused an in-person
consultation and had to speak to my Doctor
telephonically.
I know that when I get sick, my heart rate tends to
become dangerously high and is monitored, and I know
that with a telephonic conversation, this cannot be
checked, and neither can any of the other "physical"
checks that are usually performed, be done.
I know I was charged a consultation fee for a conversation
where I told my Doctor what I was experiencing and was
given a prescription based on that alone.
I know I was told to go for Covid test. I did not go.
I know that I felt grossly neglected by a Doctor whom I
have trusted for several years now.
But I also know that we live in unprecedented times,
where lies and deception run so far and reach so deep
that I almost can't blame people for reacting like they do -
even Doctors.
I know that the only way to overcome lies is with the truth.
And the only way to defeat the darkness is with light.
So today, I write this piece not to expose a Doctor who is
in the thrall of a Covid-driven world but to show you the
extent of "crazy" we find ourselves in. When doctors who
have given their lives to serving others, helping and caring
for people, suddenly refuse to see you because you have
"flu-like symptoms," something is very wrong.
Regardless of what the days to come might bring, I
implore you, don't be swayed by emotion, stand firm in
truth, knowing that even the darkest night can be defeated
with even just a glimmer of light.

Sources: Community interviews
afriwx.co.za
SAWS website Figures 1 – 12
Other sources - various

(by this time Durban is a massive flood plain), and level 2
yellow for expanded interior areas [FIGURE 11], and nearly
another full day later on 11 April 20:00 an orange level 8
warning issued [FIGURE 12]. These warnings were issued
after the fact. The emergency services in Durban
municipality is tasked to provide observation feedback to
SAWS in real-time regarding rainfall and flooding events.

Then on 10 April 00:00 SAWS issued a level 2 yellow
warning [FIGURE 9] for coastal and some inland areas 
 in Durban, followed a day later on 11 April 00:00 by a
level 5 orange warning [FIGURE 10] for coastal region 

FIGURE 2A (8 Apr forecast for 9 Apr)  

 FIGURE 2B (8 Apr forecast for 10 Apr)  FIGURE 3A (8 Apr forecast for 9 Apr)

FIGURE 1 (4 Apr KZN dam levels)

https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica
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Benefits the Immune
System — and So Much
More
Vitamin C, also known as ascorbic acid is a crucial part of
the diet. Studies have found that vitamin C benefits many
aspects of health, from the inside out.
A Vitamin C deficiency can cause symptoms like impaired
immunity, gingivitis and easy bruising. Conversely, getting
enough may help ward off illness and infection. It
enhances iron absorption, thus being useful in treating
anaemia. Combining foods containing vitamin C and iron in
a meal may increase iron absorption by up to 67 percent. 
Vitamin C may help reduce symptoms and shorten the
duration of the common cold, flu and viral pneumonia-
related hospital stays. It is a water-soluble vitamin, found in
many fruits and vegetables. It acts as an antioxidant to
neutralize free radicals, minimizing oxidative stress and
damage to your cells. Antioxidants may also aid in the
treatment and prevention of multiple chronic conditions,
including heart disease, autoimmune disorders and even
cancer. 
Vitamin C is also used to synthesize compounds like
collagen, a type of structural protein that makes up
connective tissue and aids in wound healing. 
Incorporating more vitamin C foods into your diet may help
protect the health of your heart and prevent heart disease.
Supplementing with vitamin C may  significantly reduce
levels of LDL cholesterol and triglycerides. 
Thanks to its antioxidant content, vitamin C benefits skin
health in several ways. Because it’s involved in the
synthesis of collagen, vitamin C is believed to help slow
down skin ageing and can also protect against skin
damage and free radical formation caused by ultraviolet
exposure.
There are many foods rich in vitamin C, making it easy
(and delicious) to get your daily dose. Here are a few of
the best sources of vitamin C:
Kiwi Fruit, Bell Peppers, Oranges, Naartjies, Strawberries,
Papaya, Pineapple, Grapefruit, Broccoli, Brussel Sprouts,
Mango, Tomatoes and Spinach. 
A severe vitamin C deficiency can result in scurvy, which is
caused by a disruption in the synthesis of collagen and
connective tissues. Historically, scurvy was incredibly
common and even fatal. It was a major cause of death for
sailors during the 18th century. Today, scurvy is less
common but can be caused by underlying conditions that
impair nutrient absorption, such as digestive disorders.
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by Michelle Mills

LEAFY GREENS ARE IRON
RICH COLD WEATHER CROPS

by Sula Changuion 

Some leafy green vegetables, including Swiss chard,
spinach and pak choi (also known as bok choy or
Chinese cabbage) are highly nutritious winter
crops.Thanks to their rapid growth, these are also
highly rewarding vegetables to grow, with as little as
45 days required between planting and harvest. Swiss
chard can be grown all year round, but pak choi and
spinach tend to bolt (quickly flower and die) in hot
weather. 
 Leafy greens are good sources of fibre, antioxidants,
beta carotene, folic acid, calcium, potassium, vitamins
B6 and C, zinc, and magnesium. They are believed to
boost the immune system and hold anti-cancer
properties. They build healthy bones and blood and
regulate blood pressure. For centuries Chinese
cabbages have been used to fight colds, flu,
bronchitis, pneumonia, kidney and bladder infections. 
 Iron is possibly the most important mineral found in
leafy greens and is an integral component of
haemoglobin, which is found in our red blood cells. It
thus plays an essential role in respiration and the
transport of oxygen throughout the body.
 Leafy greens are also an excellent source of the
flavonoid quercetin. Quercetin can help to reduce
inflammation in the body, which may help to reduce
your risk of developing a variety of chronic health
issues such as heart disease, diabetes, and cancer.
 In addition to sowing seeds, pak choi can be grown
from leaves when bought as a vegetable. When your
plants die back, leave one to go to seed and allow the
pods to dry on the plant before harvesting these for
the following season.Good winter companions for the
leafy greens are radishes, strawberries, peas and
members of the brassica (cabbage) family. Spinach
and Swiss chard benefit most plants growing with
them, as they tone, protect and shelter their
companions. When harvesting individual leaves rather
than whole plants, it is best to cut off the leaves as
close to the group.
This group of leafy greens is delicious in stir-fries,
soups, salads and stews, while pak choi is delicious in
the Japanese dish ramen.

ENCA NEWS INTERVIEW WITH DR S. FEE – RATHER CONCERNING

Countries with high levels of mask compliance
did not perform better than those with low
mask usage.
No benefit to mask mandate compliance in
stopping the spread of Covid-19 and found a
moderate positive correlation between the use
of masks and Covid-19 deaths.
May have had harmful unintended
consequences due to the positive correlation
between mask usage and deaths in western
Europe!

On watching this interview, where Dr Fee has
encouraged people to be vaccinated against covid
and flu, I had to share some information. She has also
encouraged PCR testing and mask-wearing. It is
obvious that Dr Fee has not kept herself up to date
with the latest overseas data regarding these Covid
"vaccines" and mask-wearing. Countries like the UK
are ahead of us with the Covid "vaccine" rollout.
Surely she should be following these countries.
Figures published by the UK's Office for National
Statistics show that deaths per 100,000 among
double vaccinated 18 – 39-year-olds were on
average 91% higher than deaths per 100,000
among unvaccinated 18 – 39-year-olds between
January 2021 and January 2022.
Other data published by the UK National Statistics
also reveals that 41,449 people died within 21 days
of receiving a dose of the Covid "vaccine" in
England between 1st January 2021 and 31st January
2022, and a further 290,915 people died within 21
days to 6 months of being "vaccinated".
This means it can no longer be denied that the Covid-
19 "vaccines" are deadly, as the official UK
Government published figures now prove it.
Dr Geert van den Bossche, a vaccine expert, who
worked for GAVI and the Gates Foundation, has been
very vocal and warned about the dangers of
vaccinating into a pandemic. He has warned
consistently that this will cause a pandemic of
variants. The Covid "vaccines" do not provide
sterilizing immunity and therefore will cause variants.
Our Caring Healthcare Coalition doctors have
voiced great concern about the gene therapy
injections that Dr Fee calls vaccines and have
expressed their concerns to SAHPRA. 
Dr Fee has also encouraged mask-wearing to help
stop the spread of Covid. She did not provide any
proof showing that masks actually work in preventing
the spread of this virus. Is she misleading the people
of South Africa as mask studies have shown the
opposite of what she has said, or is she just unaware
of these findings?
The peer-reviewed study: Correlation between mask
compliance and Covid-19 outcomes in Europe, was
authored by Prof Ben Spira from the University of Sau
Paulo. His research focuses on the molecular
genetics of microorganisms.
Prof Spira's mask-wearing study was published in
the Cureus Journal of Medical Science on 19 April
2022. The study analysed the correlation between
mask usage against morbidity and mortality rates in
the 2020 -2022 winter in Europe. The findings of his
study were: 

Therefore, the higher the mask compliance rates,
the higher the Covid case rate!
Does Dr Fee realise that masks may potentially be
harmful to people's physical, psychological and
mental health and for society in general.
Dr Fee has also encouraged PCR testing, which,
according to Dr Kary Mullis, the inventor of the PCR
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is not a diagnostic test. It is a which amplifies short
sections of RNA or DNA. Dr Mullis won a Nobel Prize for
his invention and unfortunately died just before the
outbreak of Sars-cov-2.
A South African molecular biologist, Dr Fahrie Hassan,
who has worked with the PCR for most of his career, has
had the backbone to speak out about the PCR fraud. He
has also said that the PCR is a laboratory tool, not a
diagnostic test.
UK lawyer, Anna de Buiscuit has revealed that the FDA
has released a document that admits that the PCR for
Sars-cov-2 was developed without isolate samples for test
calibration, which means it is looking for something else. It 
clearly states in this document that ordinary seasonal flu

genetic material was used as the testing marker. The
CDC had admitted last year (on their website) that the
PCR cannot differentiate between influenza and Sars-
cov-2. This explains why we have only had Covid for
these last two years and our flu viruses had just
disappeared! And to think that all our lockdowns were
based on the PCR! 
Maybe eNCA News should interview Dr Fahrie
Hassan and the Caring Health Care Coalition doctors,
together with Dr Samantha Fee regarding the PCR,
Masks and Covid "vaccines" (gene therapy) which she
seems to have great confidence in. Let Dr Fee bring
along her scientific studies and evidence to support
the advice that she has given to the people of South
Africa. 
But will eNCA stand by its motto: No Fear, No Favour!

https://vukasa.org.za/
https://t.me/VukaSouthAfrica

